Pool Route Tech
Tuscan Pool Supply
Part-time
*more hours during the busy season
Wage: Starts at minimum wage and increases with experience and skills
Job Requirements:
 Someone who has self-motivation and regulation
 Must be trustworthy, dependable, and reliable
 Willing and able to work outdoors in all types of weather conditions
 Must have a valid CDL and clean driving record
 Must be organized and consistent
 Must be able to lift 40 – 50 pounds on a continual basis
 Aptitude for problem solving relative to water chemistry issues and learning the dynamics of
pool circulation

Job description
 Will arrange pool assignments in an orderly progression
 Inventory all equipment to be used that day in the bed of the truck
 Asses condition of pool water
 Test for chlorine and pH along with other duties needed to be completed
 Asses pool equipment for working conditions and leaks
 Note pressure on the filter tank, clean if necessary
 Back flush diatomaceous earth systems and sand systems
 After testing, Employee will add appropriate chemicals if needed
 Bush down and vacuum pool
 Remove pool sweep (if there is one) and assess moving parts and remove debris from bag
 Skim surface of pool
 Document customer name, date, time in / time out, and chemicals used along with any
additional comments should be noted as well including additional items sold.
 Fuel service truck and stock for the following day
*Employer is willing to train the right candidate! Training courses and water chemistry
handouts will assist in making the Technician proficient.
To Apply: Apply in person at Tuscan Pool Supply, 40 Chestnut Avenue, Red Bluff with a completed
standard application and resume
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